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Report from the AEMH Working group on Patient Safety.
Dr Eikvar Norway
Dr Reginato Italy
Dr Wedin Sweden
Patient safety was declared the main topic of WMA last year. The CPME gave
all its organizations a task to focus on Patient safety. The goal was to produce a
main political platform.
The CPME Recommendation on patient safety from 2003 has been approved by
many organizations such as UEMO, UEMS and PWG. The AEMH working
group on patient safety strongly agree to the statements and suggestions of the
CPME recommendations and we want to recommend AEMH to endorse the
paper at the plenary session tomorrow.
We want however to focus on some points that we, out of a hospital doctors
view, think closely relates to the Risk management / Patient Safety discussion.
Comments to the CPME strategy on patient safety:
We understand that a common European view on Patient-safety and Riskmanagement is necessary as the mobility increases among the European patients
but also among the European health-personal. We must all be sure that we are
working with the same rules towards the same goal and that our mistakes and
complaints are accepted and dealt with in a similar manor wherever we get our
treatment and wherever we go to work. We can’t have big differences in the
codes and routines. We will need comparable quality-measurements if we are
going to trust each other as good doctors and good employers.
The change of attitudes and the establishment of a learning culture.
In the work of defining an European policy of quality is it most important to
establish a change of attitudes towards the “non guilt approach”.
Is then really an voluntary, confidential reporting system for adverse events as it
spelled out in the CPME paper really the right way to go? Would it not be better
if you as an individual doctor or nurse dared to make your report in your own
name and be sure of getting positive credit for doing so? You should preferably,
as you report a mistake, on the internet, get immediate access to the local and
nationally collected experience of that kind of mistake with suggestions of
routines that others have had good experience from. Then you could instantly
learn as well as your mistake could come to the benefit by others. That would
create an individual interest of reporting and also help spreading the aura of a
learning culture. By a non- anonymous reporting system is it also, no doubt
easier, to analyze the factors of the incident and come to the right risk
management conclusion.

The experience and suggestions of the patients is also very important to
collect and learn from. There is also a “big healing” effect in risk management
routines showing respect for the feelings and wishes of the disappointed patient.
Therefore the patients should also receive feedback on what happened with their
complaint? Was someone listening? Did anyone bother?
National Quality Registration and International Quality Measurements
An important step towards a learning culture is focusing on quality-work
and quality-control. Acknowledged, good, evidenced based indicators are
essential to accomplish a trustworthy, systematic, registration of quality, to
be used for quality improvement and accountability all over.
Adoption of guidelines
Some resistance still exists, from part of the hospitals doctors, towards
guidelines. In a learning culture, it is important to consider and appreciate an
evidence based selection of adequate alternatives of treatment based on
valid research and the experience of many professional colleagues. All
which can be contained in guidelines.
Continuing medical education and continuing professional
Development CME/CPD
Prevention of errors and risk management is dependent on the knowledge and
the skill of doctors. The CME/CPD responsibility rests primarily with the
individual doctor but employers and other health care funding bodies also have a
responsibility by creating economic and organisational conditions for high
quality CME/CPD. This should be a process based on the educational principles
characteristic of adult learning, including self controlled learning, problem based
learning, teamwork and on the job learning. The process should include a quality
control of current practice.
Satisfactory working conditions.
It is necessary, according to the European council to protect the health of the
workers, not because they work in particular fields or carry out a particular
activity, but for the fact that they are workers. Doctors are in several
European countries excluded from the directive. Physical hard work can
increase the risk of professional errors and the frequency of adverse events.
The criteria of the European Council Directive 93/104/EC1 must therefore
be valid for hospital doctors too.
Consideration must also be given to the sentence of the European court
(SIMAP and Jaeger) that the period spent on call at the hospital is
considered working time.

Disqualification and mobbing
Disqualification and mobbing reflects on the doctor who is the victim and
thus increase the risks for his patients. The effects of mobbing are those of
depression or psychosomatic disease and will interfere on the quality of the
work, above all in terms of attention. Other symptoms are: insecurity and
fear to take initiatives, withdrawal from internal information, arrest of the
professional development and limitation to function especially in emergency
situations.It is therefore indispensable that risk management routines
includes efficient ways of preventing, identifying and dealing with the
phenomenon of mobbing.
Insurance coverage
The demands for monetary compensation for damages due to medical
mistakes will rise in the future. This will increase the insurance costs for the
hospitals and/or for the doctors themselves. Therefore risk management and
prevention of errors will be essential also from a economical view. Legal
rules of responsibility will, for the same reasons, be increasingly important.
Conclusions
Identify the risks and manage them. Make mistakes visible.
Find and analyse errors, mistakes, and accidents that altered the foreseen result
of treatment without focusing on guilt. Open minds rather than blame.
Make registration of mistakes made and "almost made" mandatory. This
information should be made available to everyone on a national and
international level.
Change the attitude among doctors as well as the written law from punishment
towards prevention.
Organize and market knowledge about risk management.

For AEMH to discuss:
After AEMH have endorsed the CPME Paper the next important question is how
AEMH should participate in the adoption of the document. Should we
concentrate on providing support for the process initiated by CPME or should
we also act on this topic in a more active way?
The CPME paper contains a number of recommendations for the further work
on patient safety both for the CPME and for the national medical associations.
The document presents a need for establishment of contact and cooperation at
the European level between the health professionals´ European organizations.
There is also stated a need of description and recommendation of risk
management routines as part of the quality assessment systems in the health
sectors.
The suggestion from our working group is to send out a questionaire charting to
what extent governments, health care organizations and other suppliers of health
care services in specialized/hospital medicine have taken action in the matter of
patient safety. To our knowledge, such information has not been provided by the
CPME members.

